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Sheet 2
Comparing Speeds

Train A traveled 205 miles in 6 hours. Train B traveled 138 miles in 4 hours. Which train

was faster?

1)

John delivers fresh farm produce around the village. He takes 5 hours to cover 120 miles

in the tractor. He covers 62 miles in 3 hours while driving the pickup truck. Which vehicle

is faster?

2)

A school bus covered 12 miles in 45 minutes in the morning. The bus covered 13 miles

in one hour in the evening. In which part of the day was the bus faster: the morning

or the evening?

3)

While swimming in a lake, Isaac and Mason swam to and from the buoy that marks a

mile. Isaac took 2 hours to cover 5 miles. Mason covered 2 miles in 1 hour. Who swam

faster?

4)

5) As a part of her !tness regime, Samantha cycled 20 miles in an hour on Saturday.

The next day, she cycled 35 miles in 2 hours. On which day did she cycle faster?
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Sheet 2Comparing Speeds

Train A traveled 205 miles in 6 hours. Train B traveled 138 miles in 4 hours. Which train

was faster?

1)

John delivers fresh farm produce around the village. He takes 5 hours to cover 120 miles

in the tractor. He covers 62 miles in 3 hours while driving the pickup truck. Which vehicle

is faster?

2)

A school bus covered 12 miles in 45 minutes in the morning. The bus covered 13 miles

in one hour in the evening. In which part of the day was the bus faster: the morning

or the evening?

3)

While swimming in a lake, Isaac and Mason swam to and from the buoy that marks a

mile. Isaac took 2 hours to cover 5 miles. Mason covered 2 miles in 1 hour. Who swam

faster?

4)

5)

Train B

Tractor

Morning

Isaac

Saturday

As a part of her !tness regime, Samantha cycled 20 miles in an hour on Saturday.

The next day, she cycled 35 miles in 2 hours. On which day did she cycle faster?
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